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Alina: The uniqueness of art 

 

Alina Stefania, Romania  

Sector: Design & Fashion 

Position: Self-employed 

About me  

I was born in Drobeta-Turnu Severin, Mehedinti (Romania). I moved to Timisoara for studies, and 

I decided to stay here and start to put into practice my desires and passions for art, fashion, and 

design. I like to say that I am an artist with a great desire to re-invent and promote Romanian 

traditional folklore. I am very passionate about visual art, fashion, design, music, and theatre. I 

have a Bachelor’s degree in Communication Sciences and a Master’s degree focused in Publicity, 

Audio-Visual and Sales Promotion from West University of Timisoara. I use simple clothing 

products, which I personalize with unique details. Right now, I am trying to launch my little 

passion for fashion in the online environment. 

My way to the CCS and main achievements before the Pandemic  

When you are young you seem to be looking for more and better all the time. Nothing satisfies 

you, you have the impression that your job is not worth it because you can hope for good luck. 
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As a child, I was passionate about diversity in fashion, strange combinations of clothes. It was 

very difficult for me to find clothes in my style because I always had a ‘’boyish’’ side to me. 

The pandemic period 2020-2021 was like an advisor to me. I had more time to think, to 

embroider, to lay the foundations of my much-dreamed passion. That was the time when I got 

closer to online, I opened my Facebook page and Instagram for my small business and I started 

to get involved, to create continuously. This is because I love everything that means handmade 

in fashion. I have always liked to create especially personalized hand t-shirts. 

Now I create my embroidery patterns in 

Procreate. I thought of combining the 

illustrations with the embroidery. This is 

unique in my business. The most surprising 

thing to me about starting my path in CCS 

was that I CAN. It is challenging to start, it is 

difficult to enter the labor market but it is 

even harder to stay there. 

My greatest achievements before the 

pandemic context are my clothing creations. 

Even though they were more in the sketch 

stage before the pandemic. I also managed 

to buy a sewing machine, embroidery 

machine but also other products. 

                                   Photo by Alina Stefania 

The challenges faced during the Pandemic and innovation solutions to overcome 

them.  

CCS is as beautiful and promising as it is challenging. Like many others, I experienced challenges 

during the Pandemic. For example, I expected the lack of interaction between people and 

quarantine at home to bring more visitors to the Facebook and Instagram pages of my little 

business.  But NO. It was harder than I thought to persuade people to access some social media 

pages they know nothing about. The pages were created recently so I did not have much to show 

there. 

But I did not give up and began to dedicate my free time to the pandemic of creativity and my 

dreamy side. That is how I started to sew hand embroidery and unique accessories, from 

Romanian folklore on T-shirts. This has continuously inspired me and shown me that the results 

obtained easily do not fully satisfy you. 

That is how I overcame all the obstacles and I even convinced myself that it is time to open my 

own online store where I can sell my creations. Another solution I took to not give in to the 

pandemic context was the vision for a logo to represent me: simple and easy to identify. 
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I learned from the challenges of the pandemic that you cannot just 

wait for the online environment to bring you visibility into your 

business or promote your passions. You need to invest in paid 

sponsorship, create a website or online store and pay Google to bring 

you visitors slowly, slowly.                                                                                                                                 

Offline you must take advantage and ask all your friends to help you 

promote your business, to take advantage of all local events, to go to 

art festivals, etc. You have to enjoy the social part but also make an 

effort not just to wait.             

 

 

 

Illustration created by Alina for the alien 

 

My future plans and aspirations for developing my career in CCS.  

My plans and aspirations for the future are related to the opening of an online store through 

which I can display my creations and sell them. I want to turn this from passion into a successful 

business. I want to participate in as many traditional festivals as possible and to see as many 

folklore creations as possible that will inspire me to stay in CCS and face the future challenges. 

My suggestion for those who wish to work in CCS  

I would recommend to those who want to venture into CCS to be confident, to let their passion 

come to life and to delight those around them with their creativity. Passions can give birth to 

successful businesses in CCS and can color your life. It is not easy but clearly not impossible! 

 

 

‘’I THINK I AM AN ALIEN! That is how art is seen through the eyes of many. When I feel like I 

cannot in CCS anymore, I close my eyes and dream that I am coming from another planet, 

and I am looking to find life on this planet to start over.’’ 

Logo by Alina Stefania 
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Self-reflection questions 

1. What have I learned from this story?  
2. What I have learnt on how to overcome problems caused by unexpected situations, 

such as COVID-19 pandemic? 
3. How will I use what I have learned in the future? 

 

 

This good practice story is prepared by Centrul pentru Promovarea Invatarii 

Permanente - CPIP, Romania. 

 

 


